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LO: To recognising lines of symmetry in regular and 

irregular polygons

Vocabulary
Polygon

Symmetry

Reflective

Vertical 

Horizontal

Diagonal

Parallel

Perpendicular

Think about the 
learning we 

have done this 
week…



In this lesson we will be exploring lines of symmetry in different types of 
quadrilaterals.   Follow this link for further information about lines of symmetry.

We will look at shapes (regular and irregular) such as parallelograms, 

rhombuses, trapezium and kites (including concave kites).
https://vimeo.com/436506382

Remember for regular 

shapes all sides and 

angles are equal.

Irregular shapes do 

not have equal sides 

or angles



Using the sheet choose a

shape and predict how 

many lines of symmetry 

each shape will have like 

in my example.

Then prove whether you 

were correct by 

investigating how many 

lines each shape has.

How did you get on?

Rhombus Irregular 4 2



Look at your results for the regular quadrilaterals (the square).  

What do you notice?  Talk to your  learning partner.

For the regular quadrilaterals, the number of sides is the same 

as the number of lines of symmetry.

Is this true for all regular shapes?  

For example, would a regular pentagon have 5 lines of symmetry?

Using the pentagon shape on the sheet of 

shapes investigate whether this is true or 

false.    What did you discover ?
`



For the pentagon it is true.  A pentagon 

has 5 sides and there are 5 lines of 

symmetry as shown on the diagram.

Explore this idea further by folding a range of 

irregular and regular shapes.  

How do the lines of symmetry appear on regular shapes with an odd 

or even number of sides?  

Odd number of sides

From vertex to 

halfway point on 

opposite side.

Even number of sides

From vertex to vertex and 

halfway point to halfway 

point on opposite side.



Destination Question

True or False

All rectangles only have two lines of symmetry.

Once you have completed your further exploration with the 

shapes complete the question below. 


